Dense molecular marking reveals genetic diversity in morphologically similar isolates of the nematophagous fungus Duddingtonia flagrans.
Three morphologically similar isolates of Duddingtonia flagrans [(Duddington) R. C. Cooke] viz., Df-2550, Df-2507 and Df-BJ were subjected to RAPD (Randomly Amplified Polymorphic DNA) and SRFA (Selective Fragment Length Amplification) mode of DNA fingerprinting analysis to generate 233 different anonymous DNA markers. Mean number of alleles per primer/primer pair for RAPD and SRFA primers was 13.75 and 29.66 respectively. Phylogenetic analysis through bootstrapping of 1000 simulated replicates of the data set demonstrated that Df-2550 was ancestral in the group of three and did not align with Df-2507 and Df-BJ, which appeared to diversify recently and therefore remained at the end of the phylogenetic tree. Genomic islands were also identified by three SRFA primer pairs, where Df-2550 aligned with Df-BJ, which is reverse to the master consensus-grouping pattern. Scanning image of the amplicon profiles when represented graphically generated unique molecular signature for the isolates.